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ABSTRACT
The digital video game genre of role-playing games, which provides a captivating
story and motivating gaming experience, can be a valuable resource for second language
learning, offering a large amount of language input in the fonn of authentic Japanese
dialogue. However, without structured pedagogical activities, research suggests that these
commercial off-the-shelf entertainment games may not be effective for second language
learning. Therefore, for the purpose of aiding learners who are studying Japanese as a
second language at an intermediate level, I have created pedagogical activities and
scaffolding for the popular game, Chrono Trigger, and received feedback from 1 1
Japanese language learners.
1.0 Introduction
As a novice level Japanese learner, I started to play Japanese role-playing games for the
purpose of applying the language that I learned in my Japanese class. Although, my
proficiency level was just high enough that I could understand the basic grammar, I had
to translate most of the words. I kept a journal where I took detailed notes of the new
ways to use grammar and unknown vocabulary. Before and after gameplay, I reviewed
these notes to ensure that I would recognize the language when I encountered it again.
Due to my lower proficiency level, the first few hours of gameplay were slow and often
too challenging, however I was learning grammar, vocabulary and collocations at an
unanticipated rate. I began to appreciate video games as an educational resource.
I noticed that several of the people in my Japanese class also liked the same role
playing video games that I was using for study, although they were playing the games in
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English. I thought there must be a way to share the learning potential in games with my
classmates and other Japanese learners.
I was unable to find pedagogical role-playing games or pedagogical activities that
were meant to be used with role-playing games. Therefore, to make the game dialogue
useful as comprehensible input for language learning, I began to research how I could
bridge the gap between the proficiency level of language learner and level needed to
understand the difficult dialogue found in the game. Over the past two years I have asked,
researched and answered a number of questions related to this goal.
2.0 Digital Role-Playing Games and Second Language Application
2.1 Review of Literature.
Digital games are valuable for second language learning, explains James Paul Gee,
because they define the meanings of words in terms of actions, images and in the context
which they relate to (36). Robert Godwin-Jones showed that the strong motivational
factors involved in gaming are an agent for learner autonomy and a potential resource for
long-tenn language maintenance (11). Frederik Comilliea, Geraldine Clarebouta and Piet
Desmet advocated the use of digital role-playing games (RPG) for second language
acquisition on the grounds that success in such games requires a lot of reading,
comprehension and their educational use can be enhanced by tailoring the content to
language pedagogy (50). They went on to suggest that the sense of urgency, in regard to
language use, is similar to that in the real world, however games provide a safe
environment without the real word consequences when students make mistakes (50).
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The fear of failure, or rather the lack of it, is what makes playing games so
valuable, according to Jane McGonigal. She claimed that when gamers overcome a
challenge, that victory gives gamers a long term view, giving them the feeling that they
are capable of achieving extraordinary things. She went on to say that gamers have an
urgent optimism and extreme self-motivation. She described urgent optimism as the
desire to act immediately to face challenges with the belief that there is a reasonable hope
of success (McGonigal, "Can Video Games Solve Real Issues"). This sounds very
different from the typical image a language learner who, like many students,
procrastinates and is afraid of failure.
Among the many genres of video games, role-playing games are useful of second
language learning because they provide a captivating story and motivating gaming
experience as well as offering a large amount of language input in the form of dialogue.
However, few studies have been found that connect second language learning with role
playing games. In one of the studies, JD Role-Playing Games as Language Learning
Tools, Yolanda Rankin et al. explored the benefits of using an online multiplayer
cooperative game to create a social environment for second language acquisition. Four
participants played Ever Quest 2, a game in the genre of massive multiplayer online role
playing games (MMORPG) in their target language, English. They were expected to play
the game for at least four hours a week for one month (Rankin).
The purpose of the study is to identify the appropriate pedagogical strategy that
allows the game to be part of second language acquisition. This study shows how social
video games like MMORPGs can facilitate person to person communication between
learners. Learners can use their target language with other players in the online gameplay
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and chat rooms. The study testes how well learners of different proficiency levels can use
the game to facilitate SLA (Rankin).
They found that the game, Ever Quest 2, motivated the player to learn language
because success in the game requires the comprehension of the text found in the game.
Additionally communication in English is necessary to engage in the multiplayer modes
of the game. They also found that the learning outcomes are higher the more often
vocabulary is used within the game. They concluded that novice learners will need
learning materials that explicitly identify learning objective and supply detailed
explanations of the target language (Rankin).
In Video Games and Second Language Acquisition: Six Genre Case Studies,
Jonathan deHaan reviewed six case studies conducted to assess the ability of Japanese
students as English as-a-foreign-language learners to use English video games to improve
their vocabulary and grammar. One of the case studies by Junko Ishiguro examined the
effectiveness of Pokemon Pearl, a commercial off-the-self (COTS) RPG, to improve
second language acquisition (26). The participant, who I will call Kumiko, was a high
school student who wanted to use English in order to travel abroad (27). She was part of
the English club and had been studying English for four years (26).
Kumiko was expected to play the game for 30 minutes a week for one month and
was given a pretest and a post-test which contained the same vocabulary: 50 frequently
used vocabulary words and 30 frequently used grammar structures from the game. On the
pretest, Kumiko answered 22 out of 50 questions correctly and on the post-test the score
was 25 out of 50. The grammar pretest score was 17 out of 30 and post-test score was 21
out of 30 (30).
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In her post interview, Kumiko stated that she liked using the game to study
English and the dialogue in the game helped her to learn new words. However, she said
there were too many difficult words and the lack of repetition made it difficult to
memorize new words. She added that, if a translation or hints were given for English
words, the experience would have been better. According to Kumiko's gameplay dairy,
where she rated herself on reading, vocabulary and grammar skills, there was little
improvement in any area. She also commented that it would be difficult to use the game
to improve her writing skills (31 ).
These studies illustrate two important factors which need to be taken into
consideration when developing learning materials to be used with a video game:
motivation and reward. In the study that used Ever Quest 2, the participants wanted to use
the target language to play the game and be part of a team in the multiplayer mode. The
first study demonstrates the need not only for an engaging game but also for rewarding
social applications. Within such applications, students should be able to apply their target
language to discuss the game, ask questions and offer help to each other by combining
the language structures learned in class with the events and information from the game.
Kumiko, from the second case study, was dedicated to learning English; she had
been studying for four years and was part of an English club. In addition, she had a long
term goal of traveling abroad. Even though she wanted to use video games to improve her
English, she was unable to because of the game's language difficulty level and lack of
repetition in the dialogue. Although Kumiko spent over four hours in gameplay in a
month, her scores only went up by about 5-10% and the self-assessment of her English
skills remained the same (30, 42). Even though Kumiko was internally motivated by her
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travel abroad goal and externally motivated by the fun video game, her investment of
time in gameplay went largely unrewarded because the game was not designed for
language acquisition. Playing a foreign language video game did not have sufficient
learning rewards and learning was incidental. Just as Chik suggested, the absence of
pedagogical materials hinders second language learning. The second case study reveals
the need for pedagogical materials based on the game with an appropriate balance of time
spent between gameplay and language output activities.
DeHaan pointed out that a game's challenges and rewards keep players motivated
to play. Even though the language was challenging for Kumiko, she often played the
game twice as long as was required (49). Unfortunately, as Alice Chik often found,
players only just 'picked up' vocabulary as they were playing and therefore advised that
COTS games need to be supplemented with learning activities (91). DeHaan also offered
that feedback and interactivity elements during gameplay encouraged language learning
and kept players from just continuously pressing buttons to progress through the game.
He recommended that language learners should try to write or speak the game language
on internet message boards or with friends since there are limited opportunities for output
in the game. DeHaan points out the writing words and sentences after playing the game
not only reinforces new vocabulary but also helps to solidify the collocations and
contexts of specific words (58).
While these two studies show the potential of using role-playing games for second
language learning, they did not use any educational activities during gameplay. As
research suggests, teaching activities need to be used in tandem with a video game.
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2.2 The Current Study
When combined with teaching activities, research suggests video game in the genre of
role-playing games which provide sufficient reading or listening can be used for second
language application. The two important factors that make video games useful as an
educational tool are motivation and reward. It is why gamers continue to play for hours
and years of their lives. These are factors that educators can capitalize on to help learners
persevere through challenging material and increase the satisfaction they receive from
their efforts. If teaching activities and scaffolding are used in tandem with a Japanese
language video game that motivates and rewards the player, research suggests that role
playing games can be used for Japanese language application by intermediate level
Japanese language learners.
In order for a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) game to be used as part of a
learning activity, tailored supplementary materials need to be in tandem with the game.
To promote language application, learners need to have additional opportunities for
speaking or writing about the game events while using the language found in the game.
For example, when a group of learners in a class or online discuss and ask questions
about the events of the game, they use the Japanese vocabulary and grammar acquired in
the game and from class to discuss and share information about the game.
COTS games will likely contain a large amount of language input that is unknown
to the intermediate level learner. In order to create a sufficient amount of comprehensible
input, scaffolding must be provided to the learner. Scaffolding is necessary to support the
learner as they play a game which contains language that the learner cannot understand
without guidance. Examples of appropriate scaffolding include vocabulary lists for
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reference, reviewing or pre-teaching vocabulary, providing maps with directions,
character and setting discussions, and graphic organizers.
The goal of this study is to create and improve the educational activities that are
used with Chrono Trigger. The following questions were used for this purpose:
1. Are participants interested in using the teaching activities?
2. Based on participants' feedback, how can the activities be improved?
3. Are the teaching activities appropriate for intermediate level students?
3.0 Methods
3.1 Material
3.1.1 The Game
The video game used for this study was Chrono Trigger, a Japanese game originally
released in 1 995. The game was played using either a Nintendo DS, a handheld game
console with simple controls, or a smartphone. Chrono Trigger is a story driven
adventure game in the genre of role-playing games, or RPGs. The participant directs the
actions of the main character, a boy who encounters a princess and is swept up in an
adventure. During the game, the participant learns about the characters and events within
the game world from the point of view of the main character. The player must read and
comprehend the dialogue in Japanese while directing the actions of the main characters to
progress through the story and explore the game environment.
Chrono Trigger was chosen for this study for several reasons. To this day,
Chrono Trigger remains one of most popular games of its kind and also features the

artwork of Akira Toriyama, the artist from the famous Japanese manga and television
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series, Dragon Ball. In addition to being a popular game, Chrono Trigger has merits as a
method of input. The primary reason this game was chosen is because it has enough
dialogue to be useful for language input without completely overwhelming the player
with unnecessary amounts of information. Most interactions with characters in the game
are limited to a few sentences. The player can usually return to the characters to have the
dialogue repeated as many times as necessary. Additionally, Japanese has a wide variety
of speech styles, from very polite to colloquial speech. The dialogue found in Chrono
Trigger is useful because it contains all of these styles. However, Chrono Trigger is

intended for Japanese native language speakers so the dialogue is often too difficult for
intermediate level learners. Therefore, educational activities are necessary to assist in
their comprehension.
3.1.2 Educational Activities
Like many other RPGs, Chrono Trigger contains a large amount of dialogue which must
be read and understood to make decisions in order to direct the actions of one or more
playable characters and progress through the story. If there is so much dialogue that is
beyond the learner's proficiency level, at times, they may be overwhelmed. An additional
challenge which Robert Godwin-Jones identified is that "vocabulary use, syntactic
structure, and linguistic characteristics of the language used in a COTS game, cannot be
determined in advance" (11). Through personal gameplay experience in combination
with access to the complete dialogue script in Japanese, I circumvented both of these
dilemmas through an analyses of the game's events and dialogue. As we have discussed,
in order for a COTS games to be used as part of a learning activity, tailored
supplementary materials need to be utilized in tandem with the game. Therefore, the
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following educational activities were created: reading comprehension questions (see
Appendix A), a supplementary vocabulary list (see Appendix B) and game instructions
(see Appendix C).
3.1.2.1 Reading comprehension questions.
The reading comprehension questions were made to help the learner focus on specific
information that will help them to understand the story and progress through the game.
Using the questions, the participant is on an information scavenger hunt. For example, in
the beginning of the story, the main character notices that there is some kind of festival in
his town. The participant's first question is, what big event is happening and why? The
player begins to gather clues to answer this and many other questions. Since all of the
information does not come from one source, the player will interact with many characters
to form a complete answer.
Reading comprehension questions were chosen for this study for the following
reasons. The participant could complete the questions by their self, unlike group
discussions. Additionally, the questions do not require the participant to have an
extensive knowledge of the events in the game or the vocabulary to describe those events,
which may be necessary to perform critical thinking questions or journaling. Lastly, it is a
more reliable way to assess the participant's answers, since there is usually only one
correct answer for each question.
The questions were decided upon according to several guidelines. First, all of the
dialogue that the player needed to understand in order to answer the question should be
within the intermediate level learner's proficiency level. The activities are suitable for
intermediate level learners because, after two years of university level Japanese, the
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learner has been exposed to the basic grammatical structures of the language. Although
the questions were written in English, the participant was asked to write their answer to
the questions in Japanese. The questions were written in English so that the participants
would have a clear understanding of what information they need to find in the game and
to reduce the chance of miscommunication. Second, the player should have multiple
opportunities to reread the dialogue which contains the answers for the questions.
Dialogue that appears one time and then is gone is not suitable this method. Third, the
questions should be about something of some significance to the story or game world.
Questions that are trivial bits of information are not suitable.
3.1 .2.2 Supplementary Vocabulary List.
The vocabulary list includes words that the player must know in order to comprehend the
dialogue and answer the reading comprehension questions. Care was taken to not make
the answers to the questions obvious just by glancing at the vocabulary list. For example,
To answer the following question, "what are people saying about the king's daughter?",
the participant needs to understand the word, �-C lvJiltomboy. The words �-C !vii
/tomboy, �tP l, 1,, \/Strange and fflf&�/Rascal are given in the vocabulary list, and all of
these words are used in the dialogue to describe characters. The participant does not
know what the answer is to the question, just by reading the vocabulary list.
3 .1.2.3 Game Instructions
The instructions serve as sign posts that direct the player toward areas they need
to explore and away from areas that are not related to the learning objectives. There are
points in the game where an event happens, and then the player cannot return to a specific
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area or certain dialogue options may change. Such areas are identified and noted in the
game instructions.
3.2 Instruments
The instruments used to collect data in the study were an introductory questionnaire,
interview questions and the Simple Proficiency-Oriented Test.
3.2.1 Introductory Questionnaire
The questionnaire contains 13 questions that asked about the participant's biographical,
language and video game information. Participants reported information about their
Japanese educational background and whether or not they have studied or lived in Japan.
Current university students were asked if they spent time studying Japanese in addition to
what was necessary for class. The participants were asked to report their strengths and
weaknesses with the Japanese language. They are also asked to report what kind of video
games they play and how long they usually play during a week. All the video games that
participants reported playing were played in English, unless otherwise noted (see
Appendix D).
3.2.2 Interview Questions
While answering the interview questions, participants reported their opinion of the game
and the reading comprehension activities. The key questions asked about how the
activities were helpful and how could they be improved, how difficult it was playing the
game in Japanese and whether they would like to continue using this method to practice
Japanese (see Appendix F).
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3.2.3 Simple Proficiency-Oriented Test
The Simple Proficiency-Oriented Test (SPOT) test is used to identity the participant's
Japanese language proficiency. The SPOT test is a placement and diagnostic test
developed by the International Student Center at University of Tsukuba. According to the
TTBJ website, using 90 test questions which range from beginning to advanced levels
(see table 1), the test is able to assess the ability of the candidate in a short period of time.
Therefore, is used in Japan and abroad for Japanese proficiency assessment and second
language acquisition research (SPOT90 Overview, TTBJ).
Table 1
SPOT90 test score interpretation table.

Total points

Level

Description

Correspondence to
the Japanese
Language
I

Proficiency Test
(JLPT) 1

I

0-30

Pre-novice

Very little

None

understanding of
Japanese.
31-55

Novice

Given enough time, N4,N5
can understand
Japanese
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fundamentals
related to daily life.
56-80

Intermediate

Can understand

N3, N2

Japanese related to
everyday situations
at a natural
speaking rate.
8 1 -90

Advanced

Can understand

NI

Japanese related to
a wide range of
situations at a
natural speaking
rate.
Source: Tsukuba Test-Battery of Japanese, Explanation of Scores, n.d., Web. 6 April
2016.
3.3 Participants
There were 1 1 participants that volunteered and completed this study. The participants
were all native English speakers. They have had at least two years of university level
Japanese instruction, therefore have an understanding of the basic grammatical structures.
They were between the ages of twenty and forty. Their proficiency level was measured
by the SPOT test. Pseudonyms have been given to each participant to maintain
confidentiality.
Table 2.a
17
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Novice level participant summary table.
Proficiency

Novice

Name

Dani

Elliot

Juli

Frankie

Alex

Age

26

20

22

20

21

SPOT Score

50/90

50/90

52/90

52/90

52/90

Years of

2

2 1/2

3 Yi

2

3.5

2-4

Less than 1

4-6

34

Less than 1

No

No

Yes

No

Japanese
Education
Hours spent
playing video
games per week?
Do you ever play No
Japanese
language
videogames?

Dani is a current university student who has studied Japanese two years and but
has not studied abroad in Japan. His SPOT score was 50/90. He occasionally reads
Japanese language books. Dani reported that his strengths are reading and writing, but his
weaknesses are listening and speaking. Dani spends between two to four hours a week
playing English language action games, including role playing games.
Elliot is a current university student who has studied Japanese two and a half
years and but has not studied abroad in Japan. His SPOT score was 50/90. Elliot reported
18
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that his strength is reading, but his weaknesses are listening and speaking. Elliot spends
less than one hour a week playing English language action games, including role playing
games.
Frankie is a current university student who has studied Japanese two years and but
has not studied abroad in Japan. His SPOT score was 52/90. Frankie reported that his
strengths are speaking and writing, but his weaknesses are listening and reading. Frankie
spends between three and four hours a week playing role playing games.
Juli is a current university student who has studied Japanese for three and half
years and has studied abroad in Japan. Her SPOT score was 52/90. Juli reported that her
strengths are listening and reading, but her weaknesses are speaking and writing. She
spends between four and six hours a week playing video games, including role playing
games.
Table 2.b
Intennediate level participant summary table.
Proficiency

Intennediate

Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

Age

23

21

34

SPOT Score

62/90

67/90

69/90

Years of Japanese

3.5

3

2

more than 6

2-4

Education
Hours spent playing video 1 -2
games per week?

t9
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Proficiency

Intennediate

Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

Do you ever play

No

No

Yes

i

Japanese language
videogames?

Alex is a current university student who has studied Japanese for three and half
years and has studied abroad in Japan. His SPOT score was 52/90. He occasionally reads
Japanese language comics. Alex reported that his strengths with the Japanese language
are listening and speaking, but his weaknesses are reading and writing. Alex spends less
than one hour a week playing video games and prefers role playing games.
Billy is a current university student who has studied Japanese for three years but
has not studied abroad in Japan. Her SPOT score was 67/90. Billy reported that her
strengths are listening, reading and speaking, but her weaknesses is writing. She spends
more than six hours a week playing video games and enjoys action games, including role
playing games.
Corey is a current university student who has studied Japanese for three and half
years and has studied abroad in Japan. Her SPOT score was 62/90. Corey reported that
her strengths are listening and reading, but her weaknesses are speaking and writing. She
spends between one and two hours a week playing language sports games.
Gray is a fonner university student who has studied Japanese for two years and
has lived in Japan for one year. Her SPOT score was 69/90. Gray reported that her
strengths are reading and writing, but her weakness is listening. She spends between two
20
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to four hours a week playing English language strategy games, tum-based games and role
playing games.
Table 2.c
Advance level participant summary table.
Proficiency

Advance

Name

Iggy

Halli

Kelli

Age

30

28

26

SPOT Score

84/90

85/90

88/90

Years of Japanese

4

4

4+

-1

Education
Hours spent playing video more than 6

4-6

1

I

more than 6

games per week?
Do you ever play Japanese Yes

Yes

Yes

language videogames?

Halli is a former university student who has studied Japanese for four years and
has studied abroad in Japan. Her SPOT score was 85/90. She reads Japanese language
books every day. Halli reported that her strengths are listening and speaking, but her
weaknesses are reading and writing. Halli spends four to six hours a week playing video
games, in Japanese, and prefers role playing games.
Iggy is a former university student who has studied Japanese for four years and
studied abroad in Japan. His SPOT score was 84/90. He has lived in Japan for several
years. He reads a few Japanese language manga a year. Iggy reported that his strengths

21
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are listening and reading, but his weaknesses are speaking. Iggy spends more than six
hours a week playing action games, including role playing games.
Kelli is a former university student who has studied Japanese for four years has
studied abroad in Japan. She also has lived in Japan for several years. Her SPOT score
was 88/90. Kelli reads Japanese books often and occasionally reads Japanese manga.
Kelli reported that her strengths are listening and reading, but her weaknesses are
speaking and writing. She spends between four and six hours a week playing action and
role playing games, in both Japanese and English.
3.4 Procedures
Participants were recruited through promotional flyers distributed in the Japanese
classrooms and via email. When they agreed to participate, they read and signed a
consent form (see Appendix H). Any questions they had about the study were answered
at this time and a Japanese copy of the Chrono Trigger game and Nintendo DS game
console was lent to the participant for the remainder of the study. $10 was sent via Paypal
to purchase the game for a smart phone, in the event the participant was unable to meet at
the library. All of the instruction and materials were provided via email and the
participant engaged in the tasks at home. First, the participant completed the introductory
questionnaire (see Appendix D) and the SPOT test. After returning the completed
introductory questionnaire and their SPOT score, the participant was sent the reading
comprehension questions (see Appendix A), supplementary vocabulary (see Appendix 8),
and game instructions (see Appendix C). The gaming session took one to two hours to
complete. The participant was able to use the educational activities at any time while
playing the game. They were allowed to stop and resume the activities whenever they

22
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chose. After the participant sent their response to the reading comprehension questions,
the correct answers were given to the participant for their reference. Lastly, the
participant completed the interview questions (see Appendix F). The participant was
thanked for their help and any questions about the study were answered. The responses to
the interview questions were used to analyze and answer the research questions of the
study.
4. 0 Results and Discussion
The information obtained from the responses to the interview questions' (see Appendix
F) are summarized in following sections.
4.1 Are participants interested in using the teaching activities?
This section summarizes the participants' opinions of the teaching activities and the game
and is organized by the participants' proficiency level.
4.1.1 Novice Level Participant Feedback
Three of the novice participants reported a desire to continue playing the game while
using these teaching activities, however two participants did not. The three participants
who wanted to continue commented that the activities helped them to enjoy the game
more due to their careful examination of the game world and character dialogue.
However, three of the novice level participants reported that they would not want to play
the game without the teaching activities. Alex reported that she enjoyed using the activity
questions because it ensured that she was doing her best to read and understand the
dialogue and not skip parts the way she often does while playing games in English. She
went on to say that the reading comprehension questions were useful because they
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provided hints that helped her make the next choice in the game when she did not know
what to do next in the game world.
4.1.2 Intennediate Level Participant Feedback
All three of the intennediate level participants reported a desire to continue playing the
game while using these teaching activities and, even without the activities, they would
like to try and finish the game. Gray reported that, as she progressed thought the game
and comprehended the game dialogue, she was rewarded with an extra layer of
accomplishment. She felt that her accomplishment was more important because of the
game's additional language challenge. She went on to explain that the teaching activities
helped her understand the game environment. She found the vocabulary list convenient
and useful for improving retention, reporting that she reviewed it before and after the
game.
4.1 .3 Advanced Level Participant Feedback
All three of the advanced level participants reported a desire to continue playing the game
while using these teaching activities and they intended to finish the game without the
activities. Each participant reported that they did not have difficulty understanding the
Japanese and two of the participants commented that the dialogue was too easy. Kelli
said that playing the Japanese language version of the game was a more interesting and
authentic experience. She also felt that understanding the game story was a motivating
way to learn new words and grammar patterns. Kelli went on to say that she feels games
are useful because they contain language that may not appear in textbooks or
conversation. Regarding the educational activities, Iggy stated, "I like the fact that the
quest to understanding the Japanese becomes a part of the game itself, the aim of which is
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not to pass a test, but instead to grant yourself access to a great story and interesting
gameplay experience."
4.2 Based on participants' feedback, how can the activities be improved?
This section summarizes the participants' suggestions for how the of the teaching
activities and the game experience can be improved, and is organized by the participants'
proficiency level.
4.2.1 Novice Level Participant Feedback
Based on the novice level participants' feedback, the language used in the game dialogue
was often too difficult to comprehend. These participants reported that there were too
many unknown words and kanji in the dialogue. They reported that additional vocabulary
and kanji lists would be useful. One participant also requested a list of common grammar
items.
Most of the problems they encountered were due to the Nintendo DS's pixelated
representation ofkanji, either reading them or having to look them up in a dictionary.
This may only be a problem with older games and ones that use Chinese characters, but it
is obtrusive none the less. Dani requested that a game without higher game resolution
while Frankie felt that a game with voice acting (listening as opposed to reading) would
eliminate some of the difficulty.
4.2.2 Intermediate Level Participant Feedback
The intermediate level participants did not share the novice level participants' frustration
with the vocabulary and kanji, and their feedback was focused on other issues. Although
Billy did not report a problem with the vocabulary necessary to comprehend and answer
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the reading comprehension questions, he would have preferred a more comprehensive list
of vocabulary that included words from other areas of the game such as menus, games
items and gameplay elements. Gray suggested that the reading comprehension questions
should be written in Japanese, as they were in English. Gray went on to offer ideas about
adding a social aspect to the game. She said that if there were other ways for language
learners to communicate about experiences with the game, as well as the content, it could
lead to more opportunities for learning.
4.2.3 Advanced Level Participant Feedback
The advance level participants also did not voice any concerns with the vocabulary and
focused their remarks toward ways that the activities could be improved upon to increase
the opportunities for learning. Iggy reported that the addition of more critical thinking
based questions may helpful, questions that ask the learner to anticipate what will happen
next in the story or speculate on what the characters in the game think or how the feel.
Halli would have preferred a game with more dialogue. Kelli suggested the writing a
summary in Japanese of what happened in various parts of the game. She also added that
learners could take note of new words and study those words after the gaming session.
4.3 Are the teaching activities appropriate for intennediate level?
The teaching activities are most appropriate for intermediate level learners based on the
participants' feedback. While all of the novice participants agreed that they enjoyed
learning Japanese with video games and that they liked the Chrono Trigger game, the
majority said that they would not want to continue playing Chrono Trigger without the
teaching activities. Another issue that novice level participants reported was that the
educational activities made the game less fun to play. This touches on an important point.
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The more extensive the teaching activities become, the more it takes the player away
from the game. Perhaps, the solution is not more comprehensive teaching activates such
as longer lists of useful vocabulary, but an easier game. Other possible games that may be
appropriate for both novice and intermediate level learners are Pokemon and Harvest
Moon. These games are good because some versions do not include kanji and their
demographic includes younger players so the language is better suited to lower
intermediate level learners.
5.0 Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
The role-playing games can be a valuable resource for second language learning
because of their captivating story, motivating gaming experience and large amount of
authentic Japanese dialogue. Research suggests that commercial off-the-shelfrole
playing games may be effective for second language learning if they are used in tandem
with educational activities that are tailor made for a specific game. The teaching activities
and scaffolding presented in this project can be used for Japanese language application by
intermediate level Japanese language learners. The participants, regardless of their
proficiency, enjoyed using a video game as a study tool. However, due to novice level
learner's difficultly with the dialogue, Chrono Trigger is best suited for intermediate
level learners when the game is accompanied by learning activities. Since advanced level
learners were able to understand the dialogue with little difficulty, more challenging
activities are appropriate for the advance level, as suggested in their feedback. In this
study, I only offered reading comprehension questions to the learners. There are many
other activities that can be used which allow the learner to practice the new language
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encountered in the game such as journaling, section summaries, critical thinking
questions, group discussion (in class or online) and personal dictionaries.
Journaling provides the opportunity to write the new language and allows the
learner to have a record of the events in the game. In a classroom setting, learners could
peer review each other's journals to reinforce the language and see the game world and
characters from another point of view. Critical thinking questions can be used
independently or with journaling. They are useful as a way to predict future events in the
game, speculate about unseen past events or consider the relationship between characters
in the story. Group discussions provide opportunities to use speaking and listening skills.
While the group discussions can be about the same topics and journaling and critical
thinking questions, they can also be a time when learners can ask questions and receive
answers to difficulties they are having in the game and with the language found therein.
They learner dictionary can act as a field notebook. A learner can include a variety of
game information such as new words and notes about items, characters and locations in
their book. The book then acts as a resource when engaging in the other learning
activities.
By expanding the types of activities in this method and adding a social
component, learners can further develop their language skills. The goal of this research
was to create an activity that can assist both instructors and students who want to utilize
video games as an educational tool. My hope is that this project can help other
researchers and educators in finding ways to create a language learning video games.
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5.2 Limitation of the Study and Suggestions for Future Research
First, there were only 1 1 participants that completed the study. Feedback from additional
participants is needed to determine usefulness of these educational activities with COTS
role-playing games. Second, in order to show the effectiveness of the activities, the
participants need to spend a longer period of time in gameplay using the educational
activities, and there will need to be a pretest and posttest to measure participant's
progress, if any. Third, there can be pre, during and post-gaming activities to increase
learning opportunities, as suggested by deHaan et al. (57-58). For example, before
playing, the participant can use an activity to become familiar with the vocabulary and
another activity to activate their background knowledge from a previous gaming session.
During gameplay, participant can do notetaking and reading comprehension questions.
After gameplay, the participant can take part in group discussions, journaling and/or
critical thinking questions.
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Notes
1 . The Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPD is a criterion reference test for
non-native Japanese speakers which tests the four skills and is used to evaluate and
certify proficiency level, and is an accepted by the Japanese government as proof of
proficiency level. There are five levels and one is the highest.
2. During the procedures, the word text was used instead of the word dialogue.
They both refer to Chrono Trigger 's dialogue.
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Appendix
Appendix A - Reading Comprehension Questions
Primary Questions:
What is the name of the kingdom?
What big event is happening and why?
What are people saying about the king's daughter?
Where is Chrono's friend Lucca? Who is she with ?
What are people saying about Lucca has done?
What happened 400 years ago?
What is the name of the man who is selling swords?
Secondary Questions:
What is the name of the town in that Chrono lives in?
What is the name of the town in the south?
There is a girl who's boyfriend is missing o What is her name and what is her boyfriend's
name. Why is he gone?
There is a man selling jerky. How much does it cost?
In the town in the south a boy is telling a sad story about a woman. What is her name and
what did she do?
What is the legend about Leene's Bell?
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Appendix B - Vocabulary List
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Love
Suspicious
Legend
King
Kingdom
Princess
Strange
Tomboy
Bell
Army
Current
Founding of a nation
Happiness
Castle
Battle
Offspring
Explorer
Mayor
Trouble; worry
Curse
Invention
Public square
Devil king "Magus"
Festival
Rascal
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Appendix C - Game Instructions
Thank you for participating in the study!
I hope this will be a fun and challenging way for you to practice Japanese. At times,
playing Chrono Trigger in Japanese may be difficult but please don't give up. Don't
worry if there words or sentences you don't understand. You are not expected to
understand all of the Japanese dialogue. Just try your best to find the answers to the
questions and have fun. If you can't find the answers for some, or even all of the
questions, it's okay. Just try your best!
The purpose of the study is to get feedback about the experience of using Chrono Trigger
as a way to practice Japanese. Your feedback is the most valuable thing. If you feel
frustrated about something or think that an aspect of the study is helpful, please write a
comment about it in the final interview.
Please answer the questions in Japanese. The vocabulary is just for reference and there is
no need to memorize it. The primary questions are key information from the game's story.
The secondary questions are about additional information which is not necessary to keep
up with events of the game but provide a more detailed experience.
Also, there will be instructions about how far to travel in the game. The game is separated
into chapters. If you go too far ahead in the story, you may leave the activity's chapter
and not be able to return to that chapter. It will be clearly explained in the game
instructions, so there is no need to worry.
Please provide feedback about any aspect of the study whenever possible. Your feedback
is what allows the study to be improved.
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If you have any questions about the content of the game or about Japanese, please
send me an email and I will reply as soon as possible. Thank you!

Game Instructions
At the fair, please do not travel beyond this point until you are finished with this chapter.
This area will be blocked in the game for a time, but later you can travel here and then the
events of the game will take you into the next chapter.
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There is a house in the Crono's town where you can learn about how the battle system of
the game works. However the Japanese is rather difficult and the games battle system in
not confusing, especially is you have played RPGs before.
There is no infonnation at this location which will help you answer the primary or
secondary questions.
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Appendix D - Introductory Questionnaire
Biographical Information
How old are you?
What experience to you have studying Japanese?
Videogame Questions
How often do you play videogarnes per week?
Less 1 hour

1-2 hours

2-4 hours

4-6 hours

more than 6 hours

What kind of videogarnes do you play?
Japanese Language Questions
Do you ever play Japanese language videogarnes?
Do you read Japanese language books? If so, how often?
Do you read Japanese language manga? If so, how often?
Have you studied abroad in Japan? If so, how long?
Have you lived in Japan? If so, how long?
What language skill (reading, writing, speaking, listening) is the most important to you
and why?
What are your Japanese strengths and weaknesses?
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Appendix E - Introductory Questionnaire Responses
Proficiency

Novice

Name

Dani

Elliot

Juli

Frankie

Alex

Age

26

20

22

20

21

SPOT Score

50/90

50/90

52/90

52/90

52/90

Years of Japanese

2

2 1/2

3 1/2

2

3.5

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

NO

No

Yes

Yes

Yes,

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes, not very

Education
Have you studied
abroad in Japan?
Do you study
Japanese apart
from the school
work?
Do you read

Japanese language 1-2 hours per
books? If so, how

week

often?

attempting to
read a few
Japanese
language books.

Do you read

No

Japanese language

often

manga? lfso, how
often?
Hours spent playing 2-4

Less than 1

4-6

�

Less than 1

video games per
week?
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Proficiency

Novice

Name

Dani

Elliot

Juli

Frankie

Alex

What kind or

RPG

RPG

RPG

RPG

RPG

Strategy

Fighting

Action

Platfonner

Horror

videogames do you
play?

FPS
Do you ever play

No

No

No

Yes

No

Reading

Listening

Speaking

Listening

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Japanese language
videogames?
Strengths with the Reading
Japanese language
Writing

Weaknesses with

Listening

Speaking

Speaking

Listening

Reading

Speaking

Listening

Writing

Reading

Writing

the Japanese
language

Proficiency

Intermediate

Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

Age

23

21

34

SPOT Score

62/90

67/90

69/90

3

2

Years of Japanese Education 3.5
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Proficiency

Intennediate

Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

Have you studied abroad in

Yes

No

Yes

Japan?

1 year with JET
program.

Do you study Japanese apart No

Yes

NIA

No

Yes,

from the school work?
Do you read Japanese

No

language books? If so, how

short stories

often?

occasionally

Do you read Japanese

No

No

No

1-2

more than 6

2-4

RPG/JRPG

RPGs

Action

Tum-Based Strategy

Strategy

Simulations

Platfonner

Educational

language manga? If so, how
often?
Hours spent playing video
games per week?
What kind or videogames do Sports
you play?

Dungeon-Crawler

Metroid-vania
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Proficiency

lntennediate

Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

Do you ever play Japanese

No

No

Yes

Listening

Listening

Reading

language videogames?
Strengths with the Japanese
language

Weaknesses with the

Speaking
Reading

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Writing

Listening

Japanese language
Writing

Proficiency

Advance

Name

Iggy

Halli

Kelli

Age

30

28

26

SPOT Score

84/90

85/90

88/90

4

4+

Years of Japanese Education 4
Have you studied abroad in

1 year. Live in Japan for One year.

I year. Live in Japan

Japan?

about 8 years.

for about 3 years.

Do you study Japanese apart NIA

NIA

NIA

Yes, every day.

Yes, regularly

from the school work?
Do you read Japanese

I don't read much, not

language books? If sot how

even in English. I do

often?

read a lot of news/workrelated content in
Japanese daily,
however.
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Proficiency

Advance

Name

Iggy

Halli

Kelli

Do you read Japanese

Maybe a few books a

Yes, every week.

Yes, but not too often.

language manga? If so, how

year.

4-6

more than 6

What kind of videogames do FPS

All types, but mostly

RPG

you play?

RPGs

often?
Hours spent playing video

more than 6

games per week?

RPG

Action
In Japanese

Action

Arcade

Strategy

Retro, etc...
Do you ever play Japanese

Yes

Yes

Yes

Listening

Listening

Listening

Reading

Speaking

Reading

Speaking

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Writing

language videogames?
Strengths with the Japanese
language

Weaknesses with the
Japanese language
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Appendix F - Interview Questions
On average, how long did you spend each session?
What was your opinion of the game? (Why?)
Do you want to continue using these activities while playing the game? (Why?)
Do you want to continue playing the game without the activities? (Why?)
Was the game difficult to play in Japanese? (Why?)
Were you able to understand the meaning of the text2 based on the context? If yes, how
often?
Do you enjoy learning Japanese with a video game?
Do you feel that you learned Japanese while playing the game?
Were able to capable of applying your existing Japanese knowledge to playing the game?
When you encountered a part of the game play or game dialogue you didn't understand,
what did you do?
How can these activities be improved?
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Appendix G - Interview Questions Responses
Interview Questions - Novice Level Participant Responses
Name

Dani

Juli

Elliot

Frankie

Alex

On average,

About 30

30 minutes to

About an hour.

I'd say around

Maybe 1-2

how long did

minutes.

an hour.

1 .5-2 hrs or so.

hours.

What was

It was actually

Chrono

It is okay. I

It was

Despite being

your opinion

very engaging.

Trigger is a

did not get far

interesting. Most

a fairly simple

of the game?

The time

good game but

enough into

of the Japanese

game ifit were

traveling to the

the beginning

the story line

RPGs I've

in English, I

same place at

is very slow.

to love it or

played have been

think its

different times

The graphic

hate it.

tum-based, so

difficulty level

made me want

are decent for

this was a nice

in Japanese

to explore

the time and

variation from

was

more.

the music is

that.

appropriate for

you spend
each session?

good, the

the level of the

beginning is

players.

just really hard
to drudge
through.
Do you want

Yes I would. I

I do, because

No. It is a bit

Not really; I

l f l were to

to continue

think it would

they're

frustrating

found myself

continue

using these

help motivate

interesting and

having to

more searching

playing in

activities

me to explore

engaging. It's a

repeatedly

out the various

Japanese, yes.

while playing

all areas

fun way to

pause the

things in the

The questions

the game?

thoroughly.

learn.

game to look

activities rather

better ensured
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Name

Dani

Juli

Elliot

Frankie

Alex

up kanji and

than just

that I was

vocabulary.

throwing myself

doing my best

Also the kanji

into the game

to read and

was very

and getting fully

understand

pixelated so

immersed.

everything that

some of them

was said,

were

otherwise I

impossible to

might have

look up.

skipped
dialogue more
I think, like I
do when
playing games
in English.

Do you want

No, it would

In Japanese?

Maybe. It

Yes, for the

It would be

to continue

help having the

No. I could

seems

reason stated in

fun to play the

playing the

translations of

barely figure

interesting.

the previous

game through

game without

new key terms.

out what was

question.

the end, but in

the activities?

.

going on.

Japanese I'm
not confident I
could finish
without having
something to
guide me.

Was the game

It wasn't really

Yes! I miss a

It was

At least insofar

At times it

difficult to

difficult, it just

lot of the

extremely

as I've played, it

took a lot of

play in

took longer

nuances of the

difficult. You

seems fairly

concentration,
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Name

Dani

Juli

Elliot

Frankie

Alex

Japanese?

than usual to

language, and

need to read

straightforward,

but overall it

read

spend most of

the text in

so no. But it

was not overly

everything.

my time trying

order to know

takes much more

difficult.

to figure out

what you must

effort to get the

what every

do next in the

backstory.

NPC is saying

game and

instead of

since I am not

playing the

fluent in

game. It's

Japanese that

complicated

made it harder

stuff!

for me to
figure out
what to do.

Were you

Once I had

Occasionally. I

Maybe a I/4th

I'd say about 50-

I was often

able to

checked

only had one

of the time.

60% of the time I

able to

understand

everything I

real AHA!

could figure it

understand the

the meaning

understood

moment where

out. Though a

text based on

or the text

everything, I

I understood

good deal of the

context,

based on the

think. It

everything, but

remainder was

though

context? If

seemed fairly

often I had to

due to unknown

sometimes it

yes, how

straightforward.

look stuff up. I

Kanji.

was hard to

often?

thought "your

grasp the

kingdom" was

concept

WAGA

without

because of

checking the

how often

questions to

people said it.

know what
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Name

Dani

Juli

Elliot

Frankie

Alex
kinds of words
I should be
keeping an eye
out for.

Do you enjoy

I think the best

learning

I do.

You get to

I enjoy the ability

thing is you

learn

and opportunity

Japanese with

learn passively

vocabulary

to apply

a video game?

while having

that would not

knowledge

fun.

usually come

gained in a

to mind as

classroom

necessary to

environment into

use on an

things, such as

average day.

video games, that

Yes

I enjoy.
Do you feel

Yes, certainly

I learned a few

I feel that I

Hmm ... while I

I may not have

that you

the new terms

words!

have learned a

did learn some

learned much

learned

and some

couple of

new Kanji

in so far as

Japanese

casual speech

vocabulary

playing this, I

grammar

while playing

that isn't really

words and

think it's more

functions, but

the game?

covered much

maybe a kanji

accurate to say

it did help
I

in classes.

or two.

that I was able to

with reading

better solidify

practice.

my
understanding
and recognition
of previously
known concepts.
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Name

Dani

Juli

Elliot

Frankie

Alex

Were able to

Definitely. It

Yes, otherwise

Yes, I most

Yes, I was able

Yes.

capable of

would have

I would not

definitely was

to take out words

applying your

taken forever if

have been able

able to.

and phrases I

existing

I hadn't studied

to make it

knew and use

Japanese

before.

through two

them as context

sections.

to grasp at the

knowledge to
playing the

meaning of

game?

sections as a

I

whole.
'

When you

I just used my

Spend a few

I encountered

Well either I did

Read the text

encountered a

dictionary.

minutes trying

a lot of text

as above and

carefully and

I

part of the

to translate it,

that I did not

used context to

talked to other

I
I

game play or

usually gening

understand. I

try and figure it

characters for

game text you

frustrated and

looked a lot of

out, or, failing at

some clues.

didn't

coming back

stuff up with a

that, anempted to

Also requested

understand,

to it.

dictionary and

replicate the

assistance

what did you

kanji search

unknown content

from other

do?

engine and I

into a translator.

Japanese

also just

The issues with

speaking

skipped a lot

that, however,

friends on

of stuff.

are the fallibility

occasion.

of most
translators, and
the small size of
a lot of the Kanji

I

in the text boxes
making the
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Name

Dani

Juli

Elliot

Frankie

Alex

strokes fairly
indistinguishable.
How can

If possible pick

More detailed

A list of

Well the biggest

I thought it

these

a newer game

dictionary

common

issue present

was pretty fine

activities be

with better

would be

grammar that

wasn't the

overall to be

improved?

screen

great, because

occurs in the

questions, but the

honest. It was

resolution

I couldn't

video game

unknown and, by

not too hard,

because

figure out half

could be

the reasons given

not too easy,

illegible

of the words I

provided.

in the last

and the

pixelated kanji

needed to

question,

questions s

was the only

know.

undiscoverable

were written in

thing that

Kanji. So a

a way that

threatened to

suggestion I

they didn't

thwart my

would give to

give anything

comprehension

work around that

away, but

of the text.

is to choose a

we're sort of

game with voice

hints that were

acting. That way,

useful ifyou

not only will they

didn't know

have the written

where you

I
I

I
I

words, but they'll needed to go
have a voice

I

next.

attached to give a
sound to those
unknown
characters.
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Interview Questions - Intermediate Level Participant Responses
Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

On average, how long

I spent about 20

Between gameplay

I spent around 2 hours on

did you spend each

minutes at a time when

and research, as well

chapter I . It took me a while

session?

I played the game

as completing the

to get oriented. I'm sure it

before I went to bed. I

questions, I spent

took much longer than it

don't play video

around an hour to 2

would have in English.

games a whole lot

hours on each session,

since I started college

sometimes 3.

and finding time was
hard. Completing the
questions took less
than 10 minutes
because I had played
through most of the
game.
What was your

The story is so in-

I very much enjoyed

I can't say yet what I think of

opinion of the game?

depth with different

the game, because in

the game because I don't

timelines that was hard

general, I love RPGs,

think I've experienced

to follow at times with

and this one's story

enough of the story to know

the Japanese, but

was captivating.

what the game is like. It

overall I like the game.

seems to have many elements

It plays just like any

of an RPG, but I feel that I

other RPG game.

haven't advanced far enough
to make any judgments about
it.

Do you want to

Because I played

I feel that with some

Yes. I think the activities
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Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

continue using these

through the game

tweaking, these

were helpful. I noticed that I

activities while

almost fully before

activities could add to

played more cautiously than I

playing the game?

doing the activities it

learning Japanese from

nonnally would in this type

was obvious why the

this game, so I would

of game. I think the cause is

fonnat you chose was

say yes.

a combination of being a part

the way it was. It

of this study (and therefore

would have been

not wanting to miss

easier for me to play

something), being unfamiliar

each chapter and

with the game, and also being.

answer, so I would

more uncertain because of

continue with the

potential (and actual)

activities.

language difficulties. The
questions helped me to
realize that there were more
safe areas in the south that I

I

I

could travel to in order to
I

find infonnation and get
I

oriented. I also found the
vocabulary list extremely
helpful. I reviewed it quickly
before starting. Several times
I found a word that I did not
know but recognized from
having seen it in the
vocabulary list. Being
exposed to new words more
than once improved my
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Name

Corey

Billy

Gray
recall. ( l . Preview, 2. ingame, 3. review after
playing) The list provided a
convenient way to review
new vocabulary after
finishing the task.

Do you want to

The story was difficult

After this study, I feel

If given the option to

continue playing the

to follow so the

all the more compelled

continue with guidance and

game without the

activities would be of

to play this game all

activities, I would. I would

activities?

help to understand the

the way through

prefer that option because it

story more

because of its

provides more context for the

undeniable legacy.

language I'm exposed to in
the game.
If there are no further
activities or vocabulary lists,
I would continue playing on
my own. It was difficult to
understand some things in the
game, but it was not as
difficult as I expected it
would be. I think I would be
able to make my way through
and enjoy the game on my
I

own.

I

I

i

I

Was the game

It was challenging, but

Occasionally, there

Yes and no. Some aspects

difficult to play in

not difficult. More

were points where I

were difficult, but overall it

had to switch the game

was not as challenging as I

Japanese?

hiragana is used than

I

I
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Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

kanji and a Jot of

back into English to

expected.

words are in katakana,

understand much of

Some of the most challenging

which makes it pretty

the dialogue that was

things were unfamiliar

easy.

occurring, and certain

vocabulary (maybe I 0% of

gameplay elements

the words I encountered), the

explained in Japanese

names of the racers, proper

did not make sense

nouns in katakana, and

until I did so.

slang/contractions/dialect.
A specific example: At the
race, I was trying to
determine if there was some
trick to the betting. And
rather than watch the race
carefully (this was boring and
there wasn't anything to learn
from it), I was trying to
translate the names. Because
I was looking at a dictionary
instead of the race, I couldn't
figure out which was the
soldier and which was the
rider.

Were you able to

Based on the context

About 60% of the

Yes. I think this strategy was

understand the

the meaning was very

time, I was able to

mainly helpful for bits of"old

meaning of the text

easy to understand

guess correctly at

man" speech that aren't part

based on the context?

throughout the game.

some of the dialogue

of standard Japanese as it's

If yes, how often?

The kanji was pretty

based on context clues

taught in school.
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Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

easy to understand

from the game itself

I'm not sure exactly how

with a few exceptions

and from my

often I made use of context in

experience with RPGs.

this way. This is a
comprehension skill that I'm
aware of using, but it's also
something I ordinarily do
automatically and move on.
If I'm not tracking my
strategies intentionally, I can't
say how often I use a skill
such as this.

Do you enjoy

It's pretty enjoyable.

I felt that the game

Much like playing a game

learning Japanese

Much more enjoyable

was an enjoyable way

without a learning purpose,

with a video game?

than class or tutoring

to learn Japanese,

there is a feeling of

though it could be

accomplishment as you

tedious at times

progress through the story.

figuring out what

Except that there's an extra

every character was

layer of challenge that makes

saying. The

the accomplishment feel a bit

fascinating and
engaging gameplay

I more important. Also, being
I

a bit of a language nerd, I

greatly assisted to the

enjoy learning new words,

enjoyment.

and this was a very fun and
engaging way to do that.

Do you feel that you

Not so much learn, but

I feel that I was able to

I definitely learned some new

learned Japanese

more review. 2nd year

learn some Japanese,

words - at least on a

while playing the

students would more

and if nothing else, I

receptive level. (I may not be
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Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

game?

than likely learn more

have a better grasp on

able to spontaneously

from playing

how the language is

produce them myself, but I

used in the context of

would recognize and

mediums such as

understand them if I

video games, movies,

encountered them again.) I

or other forms of

also think I learned a bit

entertainment or

about grammar, particularly

media.

"old man" speech. I would
definitely not be able to
produce this myself, but I
would be more likely to
understand it ifl heard or saw
it again.

Were able to capable

Very much so. After 4

Yes, for the most part,

of applying your

years of learning, the

my studies and

existing Japanese

game was great to use

exposure to Japanese

knowledge to playing

in media assisted in

the game?

translating dialogue

Very much so

and other game
elements, though
much of it was not
textbook Japanese, and
rather expansion on
and extrapolation from
the fundamentals
learned in class
applied to the in-game
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Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

text.

When you

I kept my kanji

Initially, I used every

I tried to use a dictionary for

encountered a part of dictionary app open

resource I had

words I couldn't understand.

the game play or

next to me in bed

available (dictionaries,

I also used a Japanese

game text you didn't

while I played the

kanji recognizers, and

website to understand the

understand, what did

game in case there was

the provided

spelling. Or, if l could

you do?

a kanji I didn't know.

vocabulary lists) to

reasonably guess the meaning

decipher the dialogue

from context, I just guessed

and make it through

and kept going.

the game. However,
towards the end, these
tasks became more
tedious and timeconsuming, and I
began to simply switch
the game between the
English and Japanese

I

language settings to

!

complete the tasks at
hand, doing my best to
experience one-time
cut scenes in dialogue
in Japanese only.
How can these

Honestly I like them

I feel that the core

One option would be to

activities be

the way they are now

research method is

provide a question set in

solid, and could be

Japanese. It would give more

improved?
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Name

Corey

Billy

Gray

improved by offering

Japanese practice and it

more resources and

would be more natural to

infonnation to the

answer in Japanese if the

player. In particular, I

question were in the same

felt the provided

language.

vocabulary lists were

Another idea - though

somewhat Jacking,

perhaps beyond the scope of

providing translations

your study - is to make a

for only those parts of

social activity (either in

the dialogue that were

person, like a book club, or

relevant to the study

online, like a discussion

and its questions.

If

board).

If there were other

these lists were to be

ways for language learners to

expanded to include

communicate about

more words and kanji

experiences with the game as

that were involved in

well as the content, it would

not only dialogue, but

enhance the potential learning

also menu screens,

outcomes.

gameplay elements,

Generally, I thought the

items, and other game-

questions and vocabulary list

specific or plot-

were helpful and didn't need

specific words, this

to be changed.

study could prove
much more conducive
to using video games
as a study tool.
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Interview Questions - Advance Level Participant Responses
Name

Iggy

Halli

Kelli

On average, how long

I spent about an hour

About an hour.

I spent about an hour

did you spend each

playing the game, and

session?

about 20 minutes filling

completing chapter 1 .

out the answers to the
questions.
What was your opinion

It's an amazing game.

I had played the game

I mentioned that I have

of the game?

I've always wanted to

multiple times in

played the game before

play it but unfortunately

English, but was

in English, but I like the

hadn't until just now.

interested in seeing the

game quite a bit. The

differences between the

way it deals with the

English and Japanese

interactions between the

versions. For instance,

different time periods is

Chrono's mom is given

really interesting and it

a name in Japanese.

has a huge, epic story.

Do you want to

I do similar things at

I wouldn't mind. It

It was sort of interesting

continue using these

work, but I can see

forces you to talk to

to have the questions as

activities while playing

myself doing this more

every NPC and full

a guide to seek out

the game?

on my free time as well.

appreciate the game. I

information that I might

This is because I do

never spoke to Fiona in

have missed otherwise.

video game translation

any of my other times

For instance, when I

for work anyway, so it

playing.

played the game before,

would only add to my

I don't even know if I

working knowledge.

was aware that you
could go down to the
town in the south that
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Name

Iggy

Halli

Kelli
early.

Do you want to

The game looks to be a

I will probably continue

While the activities did

continue playing the

lot of fun so I do plan on

doing so anyway

add an interesting aspect

game without the

finishing. I am a huge

because I enjoy the

to the game, I personally

activities?

fan of the dot-pixel art

game and would like to

tend to prefer more

style, and the music is

see it through to the end.

freedom and like

great as well.

stumbling upon parts of
the game naturally.

Was the game difficult

Not really, the Japanese

Not particularly. I do

My reading speed is still

to play in Japanese?

I work with and use at

play a lot of games in

a little slower in

work is much higher

Japanese so my

Japanese than it is in

level, and I have a lot of

perspective might be a

English, but it wasn't

experience translating

bit different than most.

particularly difficult to

games like these as well.

Chrono trigger is on the

play in Japanese.

I
I
I
I

easier side of language
though. There are not

I

that many difficult
puzzles to solve and I
think a lot of people are
familiar enough with the
game so that it wouldn't
matter what language
I

they were playing it

I
I

with.
Were you able to

As I mentioned above, I

The few words I didn't

Yes, I understood

understand the

didn't really have any

know I was able to

essentially all the text I

meaning of the text

issues understanding

figure out with context.

read.
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Name

Iggy

Halli

based on the context?

any part of the game,

Like i!S t /vii or llOO

Ir yes, how often?

even without a

Kelli

dictionary. There was
only one word that I
didn't get at first (the
word for tomboy), but it
ended up only being
because though I knew
the kanji I forgot how to
pronounce the actual
word.
Do you enjoy learning

Is the question supposed

It's a good way to study

Trying to understand a

Japanese with a video

to be "What do you

while doing something

story provides a good

game?

enjoy about... "? If so, I

you enjoy. You also

incentive to learn new

like the fact that the

encounter vocabulary

words and grammar

quest to understanding

that you wouldn't

patterns, or see things

the Japanese becomes a

nonnally and it forces

you learned in class in

part of the game itself,

you to use context clues

action. It is also

the aim of which is not

for made up words

interesting for me to be

to pass a test, but instead

which is a practical skill.

able to experience

to grant yourself access

Japanese games in their

to a great story and

original language after

interesting gameplay

having played so many

experience.

of them in English. A Jot

I

of new words can be
learned through playing
games, since they often
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Name

I ggy

Halli

Kelli

I

use words that would
not show up in a

I

textbook or nonnal
conversation.
Do you feel that you

I learned the proper way

I learned the two words

I think most of what I

learned Japanese while

to pronounce "tomboy"

mentioned above and

read in the short time

playing the game?

in English, so yeah!

I'm sure it increased my

that I played this game I

reading speed.

already knew, but I have
learned a lot from games
I

in general over the

I

years.

I
I

Were able to capable

Absolutely, it seems I

Definitely. It made me

of applying your

got about 99% ofthe

confident that I

existing Japanese

Japanese I came across

recognized all the kanji

knowledge to playing

down.

in the game so far.

When you encountered

As I mentioned above, I

Context clues and ifl

Re-read the sentence, try

a part of the game play

only came across one

ever encounter

to look up any

or game text you didn't

word I didn't understand

something very difficult

words/grammar I'm not

understand, what did

that was pertinent to

I would consult a

familiar with, or move

you do?

answer one of your

dictionary.

on to the next sentence

Yes, 100%.

the game?

questions, and I used a

to see if additional

dictionary to figure out

context clears it up.

what it meant.
How can these

If the sake of the task is

While Chrono Trigger is

If this is meant to be

activities be improved?

to teach Japanese, I

a fun and familiar game,

used as a teaching tool,

would introduce more

I like to try out new

perhaps include a term
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Name

Iggy

Halli

Kelli

critical thinking aspects

games I'm not familiar

list later on for

to your questions. As the

with or games more text

reference, but encourage

task stands now, you're

heavy where I will need

students to take note of
I

asking a question and

to rely on reading more.

new words they
I

having participants fetch

encountered so that they

data. By asking more

can study them later.

I

critical thinking based

Possibly have them

questions, maybe

write a summary of

something like "How

what happened during
I

does it seem people feel

each chapter in

about Lucca' s work?" or

Japanese?

I

"Given what you've
gathered about the
Kingdom of Guardia,
what do you imagine
might happen later in
the game?"
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Appendix H - Consent Form
Informed Consent
Project Title: Digital Role Playing Games and Japanese Language Acquisition
Investigator: Matthew Moffitt
Purpose of the Study: The purpose of this study is to observe the benefits of using a
non-educational Japanese video game as Japanese acquisition and maintenance tool by
means of a Japanese video game text and tailored activities that require students to read,
understand and communicate the information found in the game text.
Procedure: In this study, you will be asked to do the following tasks:
• You will be asked to complete a questionnaire about their video game preferences
and study habits. (approximately 10 minutes)
• You will take a SPOT proficiency test. (approximately 15 minutes)
• You will play the video game, Chrono Trigger, on whatever electronic device you
choose. While playing the game, you will read the game text in Japanese and then
answer reading comprehension questions about that game text in Japanese.
(approximately 4 hours per chapter)
• At the end of the study, you will be asked to take a survey about the activity.
(approximately 10 minutes)
Before you begin the study, you will need to purchase the video game, Chrono Trigger.
The game is available for Apple and Android mobile devices for $9.99 and includes a
Japanese language text option. The game is also available on a number of other gaming
platforms; however, you will need to acquire a version that has Japanese text.
Confidentiality: All related materials (survey, questionnaire, background information
and activity answers) will be kept on a private password protected blog.
Expected Risks: The foreseeable risks of harm or discomfort anticipated in the proposed
research are not greater, considering probability and magnitude, than those ordinarily
encountered in daily life or during the performance of routine physical or psychological
examinations or tests
Voluntary Participation: Participation is voluntary. You may choose not to participate.
If you decide to participate, you can change your mind at any time and withdraw from the
study without negative consequences.
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Use of Research Results: Results will be used to improve the language activities. Only
group results may be shared at presentations and in publication. Individual results will not
be shared with course instructors or anyone else. Participation will have no impact on
how you are treated by the professors, who may share this research opportunity.
Future Questions: If you have any questions concerning your participation in this study
now or in the future, you can contact the investigator, Matthew Moffitt,
mmoffitl@emich.edu, or faculty advisor, Sayuri Kubota, skubota@emich.edu. This
research protocol and informed consent document has been reviewed and approved by
Eastern Michigan University Human Subjects Review Committee (UHSRC) for use from
December 15, 2014 to December 15, 2017.Ifyou have any questions about the approval
process, please contact April Nelson at human.subjects@emich.edu.
Consent to Participate: I have read all of the above information about this research
study, including the research procedure and possible risks. The content and meaning of
this information has been explained and I understand. All my questions, at this time, have
been answered. I hereby consent and do voluntarily offer to follow the study requirement
and take part in the study.

Participant Name (Printed)

Participant Name Signature

Date

Investigator Signature
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